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Navigate to section info

Navigate to home page

Use the areas highlighted on this page
to navigate through the document. >

Navigate to next page in a section
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MAKE YOUR PROJECT

INFORMATION WORK

FOR YOU

The who, what, and when of your projects are too

important to leave to chance. With Details, your

project information is centralized, organized, and

always up-to-date. In an instant, you can

communicate project statuses to colleagues

and clients with presentation-quality reports

and forms. And with all the details right

at your fingertips—you’ll stay in control

and ensure success. >



GET ORGANIZED, QUICKLY. >

IN CONTROL, ALWAYS. >

ACCURATE REPORTING, INSTANTLY. >

CUSTOMIZABLE FORMS, NATURALLY.  >

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS & ORDERING INFORMATION >De
ta

ils
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GET ORGANIZED, QUICKLY. 

Details provides instant organization for

successfully tracking and managing all your project

information. Whether it’s storing key contacts and

addresses, tracking change orders, logging

deadlines and submittals, or hyperlinking to key

documents—Details simplifies the complex

and ends the paper chase. >

OVER 60 QUICKSTART TEMPLATES >  

IDEAL FOR ALL YOUR PROJECT DETAILS >

VIEWS THAT SUIT YOU >
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GET UP AND RUNNING

INSTANTLY

You’ll be up and running in minutes with industry specific

templates that deliver complete sets of preformatted

fields, reports, and forms. >
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THE WHO, WHAT, AND WHEN

ALL HAVE THEIR PLACE

Details is your electronic filing cabinet—supplying the

proper framework for managing all your essential

information, contacts, and correspondence. >
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DETAILS WORKS THE

WAY YOU DO

Details’ customizable Forms and Reports make it

easy to enter and display your project information in

ways that best fit

your needs. >
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IN CONTROL, ALWAYS.

No more wasting time searching through filing

cabinets, paper logs, and complex databases.

Your essential information is centralized and

easily accessible in clear, concise reports. So

as deadlines approach and as changes occur,

you’ll make informed decisions quickly and

you’ll never be caught off-guard. >

COLORFUL TIMELINES >

CALCULATION FIELDS >

HYPERLINKS >
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A PICTURE’S WORTH A

THOUSAND WORDS

Only Details transforms task dates and durations into

colorful, presentation-quality timeline graphs that

clearly illustrate project milestones and deadlines. >
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CALCULATE YOUR

PROJECT SUCCESS

Details’ custom calculations make it easy to track costs,

profits, variances, or any other information.  Values

update automatically as changes occur. >
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GET CONNECTED AND

REMAIN IN CONTROL

Add an extra dimension to your Details reports with

quick-launch hyperlinks to essential documents,

web sites, or contact’s email addresses. >
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ACCURATE REPORTING,

ALWAYS .

What’s due? When’s it due? Who’s responsible?

And why is there a holdup? The answers to all

your status-related questions are organized into

up-to-the-minute reports. Details’ built-in Report

Generator continually monitors project data—

searching and sorting all records, ensuring that your

reports contain just the information you need. >

THE DETAILS GENERATOR >

CUSTOMIZED REPORTS >

SUBMITTAL AND PROJECT LOGS >
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THE GATEWAY TO

ORGANIZED REPORTING

Only Details has the Report Generator.  The Generator

continually monitors project details ensuring that each

report is searched, sorted, and up-to-date at all times. >
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MAKE YOUR PROJECT

DETAILS WORK FOR YOU

With Details, you won’t need programming or

graphic design skills to create compelling,

customized reports—just point-and-click. >
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THE STATUS OF THINGS TO COME

Unlike traditional databases, Details supplies you

with specialized submittal logs for tracking approval

processes and project logs for scheduling tasks,

start/finish dates, and durations. >
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CUSTOMIZABLE FORMS,

NATURALLY.

Why struggle with outdated paper-based systems

or complex databases simply to capture and route

project information? Details’ suite of easy-to-use

layout tools provides the means to create dynamic,

intelligent forms. With custom forms, you’ll be

amazed at how quickly and easily you can

capture, track, and route project details. >

FORMS FOR BETTER BUSINESS >

SIMPLIFY AND AUTOMATE DATA ENTRY >

ENHANCED COMMUNICATIONS WITH FORMS >
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MAKE AN IMPACT WITH

PRESENTATION-QUALITY FORMS

Create electronic replicas of traditional paper forms

complete with colorful backgrounds, logos, and graphics

that convey project statuses and make the right

impression with customers and clients. >
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FORMS TO INCREASE

PRODUCTIVITY

Capture information fast and accurately with custom,

electronic forms tailored to meet the needs of each 

team member, department, or organization. >
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TRANSMIT PROJECT STATUSES

QUICKLY AND EASILY

Details’ forms streamline and accelerate submission and

approval processes. Print forms on demand, or go

paperless by publishing

them on web sites or

emailing them to

colleagues and clients. >
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DETAILS IS FOR EVERY

TEAM MEMBER

Whether you're running a small business or

working in a large corporate environment,

Details helps you and your team work

efficiently, communicate effectively,

and achieve project successes. >

MINIMUM SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS >

NETWORK SERVER VERSIONS >

THE DETAILS GUARANTEES >

ORDERING & CONTACT INFORMATION >
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MINIMUM SYSTEM

REQUIREMENTS

Windows Version:
- Windows 2000,

Windows 98,
Windows 95,

or Windows NT 4.0

- 386/DX processor or higher 

- 4 MB of RAM

- 10 MB of free hard disk space

- CD-ROM drive or a 3.5"

high-density disk drive

Macintosh Version:
- System 8.1 or greater

- Power PC 601 processor
or higher

- 4 MB of application RAM

- 10 MB of free hard
disk space

- CD-ROM drive or a 3.5"
high-density disk drive

>
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NETWORK SERVER VERSIONS

Whether you’re operating in a small office or a large corporate

environment, Details is scalable for all networks and compatible

with all popular network operating systems. >

• Available in 5-User, 10-User, 25-User,

or custom-configured network server versions

• Tri-level passwording for secure

project information management

• Built-in Key Code System for adding

additional licenses
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THE DETAILS GUARANTEES

Publish reports as customized HTML tables and

web graphics for the Internet, your intranet, or

hyperlink to files, email addresses, and web sites.

Tech Support is FREE for the life of the program.

With unlimited access to our technical experts,

you'll get answers quickly.

Details is for everyone. Whether you're running

Windows 2000/98/95, NT 4.0 or Macintosh, you

can open files seamlessly across platforms.

The power of Details is also available in network

server versions—complete with concurrent-usage

monitoring, passwording, and file locking.

Try Details today. Our ironclad guarantee means

there's absolutely no risk. If you're not 

completely satisfied you'll receive a full refund.

Details is Year 2000 ready—accommodating your

information management needs into the

next century, and beyond!  >

>
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CONTACT US

For more information on how Details can

accelerate and streamline your business

processes, you can contact AEC Software at:

SALES OFFICE
800-346-9413 OR  703-450-1980

EMAIL
SALES@AECSOFT.COM >

ONLINE STORE & WEBSITE
WWW.AECSOFT.COM >

http://www.aecsoft.com
http://www.aecsoft.com/redirects/contact.html

